
Feedback from the 4.5.13 First Session of Axes and Anvils 
Designer responses are in italics. Starts at 173 

 
Overall Feedback 
 
• Enjoyable, lots of fun. 

 
• Need tables, random generators for some things. Especially a name generator. 

o One coming, both paper and as a program; do not know the details. Good dwarf names are 
hard. 

• Clan generation would be cumbersome with more than 5 people; that’s 10 events, it could get 
convoluted. It may not be a problem, it might work, but be aware of that. 

o The target is for clan and character generation to take an hour or less; this took us 65 
minutes at a normal pace with 3 players and a GM. And there are 12 event cards, you run out 
with 6 people. 

o Maybe 8 people want to play—some of them get to make the clan, and work that out amongst 
themselves. 
 We don’t have to solve it, but let’s look at this closer. It has been tested at 

conventions, so it needs to be possible. We used 3 of our 4 hours. 
• Like the Primary and Secondary skills. Like the mechanics. Not sure about the gray part. I like pass-

fail. 
 

• Only get 2 Secondary skills? 
o Rules light, and skills are very big (broad) so to add one is pretty epic. 

 
• I revamped Resolve. Does that work for you? 

o Yes and. Like the idea it can be raised. As an additional upgrade, want to raise it from 1d4 to 
1d6 for some characters. Then you can do something with Resolve besides just raise it one; 
want the option to maybe get more from it when using it. 

o Explained the magic clasp, that allows spending 2 Resolve or turning Vitality into Resolve; 
there is some flexibility from another source. This upgrade is worth considering. Especially 
for the most stubborn dwarves. 
 Maybe have a prerequisite, to be Chosen or a paladin.  

• It could be an upgrade for the Chosen or Leader roles. 
 
• Not sure the foes should automatically hit for full damage with ranged weapons. If they are 2 rounds 

away, you just… get hit. You have armor, but there is no provision for avoiding taking all of it. 
Something to think about. 

o The armor is not just what you’re wearing, but your ability to resist being hurt. That could be 
interpreted by dodging etc. Multiple shooters combine fire. And it’s a dwarf game, and 
dwarves are annoyed by those who hang back and shoot, and this justifies their annoyance. 

 
• Like the upgrades, plenty of options, not limited in what you can do.  

 
• Like that you get your story by surviving and telling your story, rather than building up math with 

challenges overcome and treasure looted trying to get enough to level. 
o You will not get an upgrade every time, sometimes it is just about the clan. Or just about you. 

But if it is big and epic, you get both. 
 



• Mechanically, what does the clan do for a player character? Not sure how you do that. As a player, it 
was a fun investment to build the clan, and he wants it to mean more to his character. 

o The clan provides adventuring motive, unity of purpose, and open table. Players can build 
bragging rights with other players with characters in the clan, building a community. 

o The adventure was built around the clan, and the characters connected to it, so I improvised 
the adventure based on the clan and characters. It serves as a tacklebox of plot hooks. 

o We will look at ways to tie the clan ratings closer to player characters. 
 
Favorites 

 
• Clan generation, coming up with strengths and weaknesses, by far. The story and collaboration.  
• Did not feel wimpy right out of the gate! Very good. Did not feel like a 1st level DnD character who 

was in great danger of death. 
o The rules specify it is not easy to die. You are not taken out by a stray shot. 

• Like how combat is differentiated from skills.  
• Easy to understand. 
• Love the fluidity of combat; seems stacked in the player’s favor a bit, but that’s awesome! 

(Acknowledge we just did a little.) Love the flexibility of it. Multiple ways to take enemies out of 
combat; killing them, or feeling useful defending even if you can’t take them out. You have the 
option of protecting yourself. 

o And there is a focus on teamwork, so to make that more viable, it is a forgiving arrangement 
to let you set up your actions. The bad guys don’t get to roll. 

• Love how focused on teamwork it is, getting you invested in your clan. 
• Not even from a numbers perspective; love the idea of all being in a clan. Look forward to seeing our 

clan grow, even aesthetically. See how the numbers are reflected in clan life, like a crop of new 
warriors growing up increasing our strength, and apprentices increasing prestige. 

o Keep the characters plugged into the clan, the clan plugged into the characters, especially as 
new players come in. 

o We will have mechanical benefits of player character groups retiring to go found a colony to 
mechanically boost the clan, maybe even head towards thanedom. 

 
We will play again next Friday! 


